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Abstract— Wireless sensor networks are now being considered
for mission critical applications, which are often largely unattended and need to operate reliably for years. However, due
to the real world communication, sensing and failure realities,
clock drift, and node faults, the system performance may
degrade significantly over time. It is highly desirable that these
natural deteriorations can be monitored continuously and can
be corrected with self-healing when necessary. In this paper, we
introduce a dependency constraint directed self-healing scheme
for wireless sensor networks. We reveal that when self-healing
services are being composed, certain dependency constraints,
including invocation, parameter consistency, control and implicit assumption dependencies must be carefully identified and
respected. We illustrate each of these dependency constraints
through case studies in 3 different systems covering the typical
functions of wireless sensor networks, including sensing, communication and tracking. Our research indicates that, following
the dependency constraints in self-healing design is not only a
must for the correctness of self-healing services, but is also a key
to energy efficient self-healing.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are now being considered for mission critical applications such as infrastructure
monitoring [10], [11], fire fighting [1], pollution control [15],
assisted living [21], military surveillance and tracking [22].
These systems will often need to exist for years, and operate
reliably in the context of real world communication, sensing
and failure realities. However, due to the negative impact of
noisy environments and the unreliable nature of the cheap
sensor nodes being used, it has been commonly observed and
reported that WSN systems are subject to performance degradations, component faults, and even major system failures in
real world deployments [18], [17], [14].
Our key observation is that a WSN system may drift to
disorder and lose its key capabilities over time due to faults,
performance degradations, node failures, security attacks,
workload changes, and natural deterioration such as reduced
energy and clock drift, unless proper self-healing services
is applied to maintain order, or to recover the system from
disorder.

The central idea of our self-healing services is to ochestrate
the running of a selective set of existing system protocols
in order to prevent the impact of failures and to maintain
system performance. The design of our self-healing service
is inspired by the “system-wide reboot” and “system-wide
reconfiguration” schemes which had been used in WSNs
historically to handle malicious distributed failure conditions,
e.g., in VigilNet [7]. However, we argue that such simple
reboot/reconfiguration schemes can not fulfill self-healing for
WSNs in general and are rather energy inefficient.
In modern large scale complex WSNs, it is common
practice to have multiple protocols and dozens of components integrated to perform a single application. The inherent
complexity of these systems makes composing self-healing
services a difficult problem, due to the intricate coupling and
complex dependency relationships among different part of
the system. Dependency relationships among different components must be carefully studied, explicitly articulated and
respected when designing the self-healing services. What’s
even worse, the system may evolve over time, and components
may be added, deleted, and updated, each change potentially
impacting the dependency relationships and thus invalidate the
previous design of the self-healing solution.
In this work, we propose a novel dependency constraint
directed self-healing framework to allow users to compose
self-healing services both systematically and consistently, and
to be able to perform self-healing services in an energy
efficient manner. The framework also permits flexibility in
more easily modifying the self-healing services over time
rather than re-implementing the system.
The major contributions of our work are: 1) a predictive
self-healing approach that monitors for state deterioration and
maintains system performance under faults and failure conditions, 2) a novel dependency constraint directed self-healing
solution that supports both correct and efficient self-healing,
3) small runtime costs that enable self-healing techniques to
execute on minimal capacity sensor nodes, and 4) a set of case
studies that demonstrate that the solutions are appropriate for
different types of systems and different types of protocols.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II
we introduce the dependency constraint challenges for selfhealing. Section III presents the dependency constraint directed self-healing design. Section IV presents case studies
of the self-healing design in 3 different systems, including
VigilNet [7], ATPC [12], and SBT [24]. Section V covers
an overview of the state-of-the-art self-healing practices in
WSNs and related works. Finally, in Section VI, we present
the conclusions.

carefully follow the dependency constraints. We call this type
of dependency an “invocation dependency”.

II. S ELF -H EALING D EPENDENCY C ONSTRAINTS
There are often intricate coupling and complex dependency
relationships among different parts of a system in modern
large scale WSNs. Such dependencies incur constraints that
must be understood and accounted for when composing
self-healing services. Creating a methodology and run time
framework that address these issues provides more effective
self-healing both in terms of performance (only protocols
that have actual or potential problems need be re-executed)
and correctness (when re-running protocols to re-establish
consistent distributed state, the proper order and collection
of protocols are executed). A key element of this approach is
the dependency assessment.
We have identified 4 key types of dependencies which we
call: invocation, parameter consistency, control and implicit
assumption dependencies. The invocation dependencies are
often considered easy to identify via the explicit dependency
relationships implied by function calls. However, even these
dependencies are more complex than implied by the topdown call tree (discussed below). Beyond these dependencies,
there is a collection of more complex dependencies that
exist in many systems. These complex dependencies share
similar traits, for example: they are often more implicit and
can’t be easily traced from explicit function calls. Rather
they exist in the form of race conditions among multiple
components, or among competing control loops, or due to
the assumptions made by the designer/implementer. In these
cases, each dependency must be carefully identified when
designing self-healing services. This collection of complex
dependencies includes the parameter consistency, control and
implicit assumption dependencies.
A. Invocation Dependency
Imagine that the system performance is being monitored
on a continuous basis, and over time more and more nodes
were found to be no longer responsive, and certain performance metrics (for example, average end-to-end delay)
degrade dramatically. The self-healing framework using the
monitoring component decides that certain healing service
must be invoked to maintain the performance. However, such
healing service can’t be trivially defined by the collection
of all protocols, because: 1) certain protocols are related
to the performance metric, while others are not, so only a
portion of the protocols needs to be invoked; 2) due to the
dependency constraints among different components of the
system, protocols can’t be invoked in arbitrary order, but must

Fig. 1.

Invocation dependency.

Invocation dependency primarily refers to the type of
dependency that exists due to the vertical integration of a
protocol stack or because of a series of function calls. An
example of invocation dependency is as follows.
Suppose that average “end-to-end communication delay” is
an important state variable being monitored and it starts to
degrade to a level that affects losing tracks of vehicles or not
having enough time to react to alarms. The increased delay
may be due to some failed nodes so that current routes are
not effective anymore. Thus, a set of protocols must be reinvoked to perform self-healing. End-to-end delay depends on
both the routing protocol and the MAC protocol. Further, the
delay performance of the routing protocol may also depend on
the time synchronization and the localization protocols. The
dependency relationships in this example are illustrated in the
Fig. 1. This set of protocols must be re-run to re-establish
new and effective routes. Individual protocols do not have the
global view to solve this problem.
B. Parameter Consistency Dependency
Parameterized protocols and functions permit flexible systems and adaptive performance by modifying the values
of the parameters at runtime. When a problem is detected
that needs self-healing, one approach is to adjust some of
these parameters. However, this must be performed carefully
and consistently. Our framework permits specification of
parameter dependencies and the required healing actions. For
example, imagine a WSN that is suffering from performance
degradation due to node failures and the self-healing service is
invoked. The service evaluates the current situation to decide
which action to take. Consider the following examples of
parameter dependency.
Due to the common practice of node duty cycling in WSNs,
there is usually only a portion of total nodes active at given
time, and this proportion P is a parameter that is decided
by the designer depending on system requirements. Suppose
there is another parameter R that determines the number of redundant routes that must be maintained for system communication reliability. Since there are hidden dependencies among
these two parameters, we can’t set one of the parameters
without affecting the other. Thus, in our methodology these
parameters are identified and their relationship coded into

the self-healing action routines in the framework. The exact
settings are application dependent, but with our framework
they are set in a consistent manner.
Another example involves a duty cycle choice for a node
(rate at which it awakes and senses the environment) and the
duty cycle for the radio (rate at which the node is awake
for communicating with neighbors). Given deterioration in
energy levels available, the system might decide to reduce
the communication duty cycle. This decision should not be
performed in isolation, rather both duty cycles should be
considered in order to implement a system-wide effective
solution. Explicitly identifying these dependent parameters
and including them into an framework enables correct and
efficient decision, and is flexible to future system changes.
C. Control Dependency
Many sensor networks employ control loops within and
across protocols, nodes and even the entire system. Often such
control loops take a localized view and can operate inaccurately from a system perspective. Designers must consider all
the control loops in the system and identify potential control
loop dependencies and the proper combined actions to avoid
control loops from inappropriately positively reinforcing each
other resulting in an overshoot situation, or cancelling each
other (when these are not the correct actions).
Imagine a WSN that implements both a communications
power control protocol (e.g., ATPC [12]) and a sensor power
management protocol. When the RSSI value is found to be
low, the power control protocol tries to increase the radio
transmission power in order to maintain link quality. Meanwhile, power management protocol may prefer the opposite
– decrease radio transmission power in order to conserve
energy (if the energy level is low). The dependencies among
these competing control loops must be identified and the
proper combined action must be defined for the self-healing
framework. In this case there may be a compromise that
increases the communications power less than it would have
if acting alone since the node is low on power.
In the future, as more actuators are added to WSNs, it
will become more and more important to identify and support
control loop dependencies in a correct manner. Our framework
offers this support.

Then, the implicit assumption adopted by the localization
protocol and stated to the self-healing framework is that the
number of available anchor nodes should not drop below N.
At runtime, if localization must be re-run because too many
nodes have been moved, this assumption is checked. If the
number of current true GPS anchors is greater than or equal
to N then self-healing continues. If not, then there must be an
action routine that “heals” this problem. Such a routine might
activate a GPS device on other nodes (assuming such backups
exist) or choose current nodes deemed accurate enough to
serve as anchor proxies or inform a system administrator that
new anchor nodes must be physically added to the system.
Identifying implicit assumptions is perhaps the most difficult problem for a system designer. However, our approach
forces a designer identify such dependencies and make them
explicit. This improves the system design as compared to the
case where this is not done.
III. D EPENDENCY C ONSTRAINT D IRECTED
S ELF -H EALING D ESIGN
In self-healing enabled WSNs, a system should have at
its core a collection of smart capabilities, including: selfcognizance, decision making and self-healing. These key
capabilities allow a WSN to be aware of its health status at
run time, such as clock drift, link quality, route accessibility,
energy levels, node aliveness and even the integrity of application semantics. Given the health status of the system and
its components, the system needs the ability to evaluate this
information and to decide whether healing is necessary, when,
where and how should the system be healed.
The goal of our self-healing design is to provide systematic
self-healing mechanisms to maintain system performance for
WSNs in the presence of natural system deterioration due
to time, faults, failures and inconsistent states. We design
and implement a generic framework to enable the dynamic
invocation of self-healing services at run time. Our framework
allows individual system functions to specify the required selfhealing service, identifying when such a service needs to be
activated, and then creating the actual protocols to restore
system state for each function.

D. Implicit Assumption Dependency
Often, protocols and functions are implemented with unstated assumptions. To support long-lived systems, identifying
and making explicit as many of these assumptions as possible will improve the effectiveness of self-healing. In other
words, a designer must attempt to understand the implicit
assumptions in the system and make them known to the selfhealing framework. Once known, the self healing framework
uses them in a correct manner.
For example, imagine a WSN that implements a localization
protocol which relies on minimum number N of GPS anchor
nodes to perform localization to the required level of accuracy.

Fig. 2.

Self-healing framework.

As illustrated in Fig. 2, our self-healing framework incorporates three components: health monitoring, self-healing
policy and self-healing engine. The health monitoring module
enables the WSN to be aware of its own health status

including the consistency of the distributed state of the network. It monitors for the situation in which state consistency
deteriorates to a level that is approaching potential failure and
activates the action routines early to avoid such conditions.
The self-healing policy specifies dependency relationships
among system components that must be respected when
composing self-healing services, provides decision making
mechanisms on when self-healing service should be invoked,
and describes how to invoke related action routines. The selfhealing engine provides a set of self-healing services that are
invoked when the system needs to react based on predicted
deterioration or faults and errors that have occurred.
A. Health Monitoring
A monitor is implemented to collect the health state information at system execution time. It is entirely implemented by
the developers of the self-healing framework, and the states
to be monitored are defined by system designers.
There are four types of health states (based on the way they
can be accessed), each of the following category represents a
particular type, and the corresponding way of implementing
health monitoring in WSNs.
•

•

•

•

States that are available via directly interfacing with
the hardware layer. For instance, the node battery level.
The monitor can check these states by calling relevant
interfaces.
States that exist in node software. For instance, the packet
buffer utility that exists in the routing protocol. The
monitor can use specific functions to access these states.
States that need cooperation with other nodes. For instance, the link quality between two neighboring nodes.
To support accessing these states, the monitor uses the
communication facilities to exchange information with
its counterpart at neighbors.
Global states that only the base station can process.
For instance, the end-to-end delay. For these states, the
monitor at nodes use existing network layer protocols to
send states to the base station.

In our self-healing design, invocation dependency and
complex dependencies are represented with different run-time
data structures according to their different natures. Invocation
dependency is represented with a set of dependency trees.
Each parent node of the tree depends on its child nodes. At run
time, the run-time invocation component searches the list of
trees and checks against the root of each tree to determine if a
dependency exists. The complex dependencies are represented
with a linked list, each item in the list includes a set of
components with complex dependency constraints and the
type of each dependency.
2) Policy Library: The policy library is basically a set of
tables that are referred to once the monitor identifies changes
in system health status. Each entry in the table represents
a policy, which describes the state being monitored, the
condition (e.g., threshold values) under which action routines
must be activated and the corresponding self-healing action
under particular failure situations. Coordination among a set
of policies is enabled via user defined priority bits. Such coordination requires the system to resolve certain dependencies
with higher priority than the others.
C. Self-healing Engine
A set of run-time invocation routines is embedded in the
main loop of the application to implement the self-healing
engine. Once the system finishes the initialization, it enters
both the functional state and the health monitoring state.
When major changes in system health status are identified,
depending on the self-healing policy and the type of dependency constraints involved, self-healing commands are sent
out by the initiator (e.g., the base station). If only invocation
dependencies are involved, the system invokes related selfhealing protocols according to the dependency specification;
if complex dependencies also exist, the system uses a resolver
component to request a set of parameters to be adjusted
correspondingly, or a set of control loops to take consistent
actions accordingly, or a self-healing action to be taken in
response to violated system assumptions.

B. Self-healing Policy
1) Dependency Specification: Dependency specification is
designed off-line. How to identify all dependency constraints
among system components is a separate research question
that’s beyond the scope of this paper. Either the system
designer or the developer of the self-healing framework
presents the dependency specification in a file. Each line
of the file specifies a dependency relationship and the type
of dependency between two system components. The dependency specification is then parsed by a script (a Perl script) to
generate a dependency component that contains corresponding
representations of dependency constraints in nesC to be used
by the run-time invocation component. The developer of the
self-healing framework then links the dependency component
with the run-time invocation component manually.

Fig. 3.

Self-healing for communication and sensing coverage in VigilNet.

A key advantage of the modularized design of our selfhealing framework is that it allows users to deal with system
updates and changes relatively easily. Dependency specifications, policies and self-healing action routines can be added,

Fig. 4. Impact of the number of failures on
energy consumptions.

Fig. 5. Impact of the number of failures on
energy savings.

deleted or modified easily to allow the self-healing design to
evolve with the system over time.
IV. C ASE S TUDIES
In this section we present case studies for self-healing in 3
different systems, to illustrate each of the above dependencies.
Our case studies cover the typical aspects of WSNs, including
sensing, communication and tracking.
A. Self-healing in VigilNet: Invocation and Parameter Consistency Dependencies
In this section, we illustrate the invocation and parameter
consistency dependency constraints in the context of selfhealing design in VigilNet [7]: a military surveillance application.
VigilNet is a large-scale WSN for long-term military
surveillance with significant system complexities. The primary
design goals of the VigilNet system are to detect events and
moving targets, keep track of the position of the moving
targets and to correctly classify the detected targets in an
energy-efficient and stealthy manner.
Of critical importance to its application level performance
is the health status of a set of system functions, including
time synchronization, sensing coverage and communication
coverage. The major cause of performance degradation and
failures are natural clock drifts over time, link failures due
to radio communication realities [25] and node failures. Inspired by the motivation to combat clock drift among all the
nodes, as well as to deal with node failures and disconnected
sub-networks, VigilNet implemented a rotational scheme to
reinitialize the entire network for all the services once per
day.
Such a rotational re-initialion scheme suffers from two
major problems. First, since re-initialization happens periodically on a daily basis, any faults or failures only get
resolved at the end of the day when the system reinitializes.
Second, the re-initialization process interrupts the normal
operations of the system and introduces a constant overhead in
energy consumption, regardless of whether there are failures
occurring in the system or not.
To address these two issues, our self-healing solution allows
the system not only to be responsive to failures, but also to

Fig. 6. Impact of failure intervals on energy
savings.

be able to perform self-healing in an energy efficient manner.
In this case study, we explore self-healing for two important
functions in VigilNet – the communication coverage and
sensing coverage.
Due to the unreliable nature of the battery powered sensor
nodes being used, node failure occurs at times. If the failed
node happens to be a backbone node of the network spanning
tree, then it disconnects a sub-network from the system,
leading the system to lose communication coverage; on the
other hand, if the failed node happens to be a sentry node
(VigilNet incorporates a node duty cycling based scheme
to save energy, active nodes are selected strategically to
guarantee sensing coverage, while other nodes can go to sleep
to save energy. Such active nodes are called sentry nodes in
VigilNet.), then the system loses sensing coverage.
In either case of failures, the system performance can be
affected significantly. Thus, we monitor the health status of
the communication backbone nodes and sentry nodes on a
continuous basis, using periodic beacons. Once node failures
are detected, the system invokes a series of pre-installed
self-healing protocols to heal the system. Such invocation
sequences represent the minimum number of protocols that
need to be invoked, and are carefully ordered to satisfy the
dependency constraints described in Section II-A.
As illustrated in Fig. 3, when the system detects a communication backbone node failure and determines that a selfhealing service must be invoked according to the self-healing
policy, it first uses the “wakeup service” to wakeup all the
nodes in sleep mode, re-runs the “asymmetric detection”
protocol to select good links, and then re-runs the “backbone
creation” protocol to pick the backbone nodes and create the
communication backbone, and finally, due to the change in
network topology, a “sentry selection” protocol needs to be
re-run to maintain sensing coverage based on the recovery
of communication coverage. If the failed node is a sentry
node, then the self-healing service only needs to invoke the
“wakeup service” and the “sentry selection” protocol to reestablish sensing coverage.
By following the dependency constraint directed selfhealing design, our system is not only more responsive to
node failures (it heals the system almost immediately after
the failure has been detected), but also achieves significant
energy efficiency, because our self-healing only invokes the

minimum set of protocols needed to self-heal and only when
failures have actually occurred, rather than on a periodic basis.
To illustrate the benefit of our self-healing design, we
carried out a simulation to study the energy consumption in
contrast with the original system. Our simulation assumes the
same energy model as used in [7]. In a simulated scenario of
60 days of deployment, VigilNet reinitializes the system 60
times, consuming 1079.9 Joules (99.9936 mAh) of energy,
which is about 4.5% of the node’s battery capacity (2200
mAh). During the 60 days, we assume node failures follows
a Poisson distribution, with expected number of failures from
0 to 60.
The energy overhead of our self-healing service is presented
in Fig. 4 in contrast with the original VigilNet system,
which uses periodic reset to achieve the same purpose. We
can see that the energy consumptions of our self-healing
services increase linearly with the number of failures, but are
significantly smaller than the original system. Fig. 5 illustrates
the impact of the number of node failures on energy savings.
The energy savings decrease linearly with the number of node
failures, but are still significant (at least 60%) with even 60
node failures. Fig. 6 presents the impact of the average number
of days per failure on energy savings. As indicated in Fig. 6,
even if the failures occur on a daily basis (on average), we can
still save 60% of the energy for self-healing in communication
coverage and 80% of the energy for self-healing in sensing
coverage.
As an example of the parameter consistency dependency,
we found that when more and more node fails in VigilNet,
it becomes more and more difficult to maintain the network
lifetime without adjusting a set of system parameters to
meet the energy constraints. To maintain the targeted network
lifetime, the system must sacrifice the sensing coverage to
reduce energy consumption, thus the number of sentry nodes,
as a parameter, must be decreased during the self-healing
process. Similarly, the system must also reduce the level of
route redundancy to save energy, thus the number of redundant
routes, as another parameter, must also be decreased to adapt
to the new failure realities. However, these two parameters are
not independent. Thus, when self-healing action is initiated,
these two parameters must be adjusted consistently via the
resolver, based on the self-healing policy and the current
failure realities (e.g., proportion of node failures).
B. Self-healing in ATPC: Control Dependencies
In this section, we study a control dependency example
in WSN protocol stacks to illustrate how control dependency
constraints are addressed in our self-healing design.
It is well-known that WSNs suffer from unstable and poor
wireless links, and high packet loss ratio in many cases. One
effective way to address this issue is to use transmission power
control protocols, such as ATPC [12], which apply feedback
control to adjust transmission power levels according to packet
reception ratio. On the other hand, packet loss can also be
caused by collisions and congestions of concurrent traffic.

Backoff interval control methods are used to address this
issue, which apply feedback control to adjust backoff interval
of CSMA protocols to reduce the chances of collisions[8].
Both control loops take the packet reception ratio as input,
and improve communication qualities individually. However
they may conflict with each other when they exist in the
same system. For example, when packet losses are caused
by collisions, ATPC increases the transmission power in
response, but higher transmission power can’t reduce packet
loss due to collisions, rather, it aggravates collisions. On the
other hand, when packet losses are caused by poor link quality,
the backoff control loop increases the backoff window size,
but it can’t improve the link quality and packet reception
ratio, rather, it increases the transmission delay and reduces
the throughput.
To address this control dependency, our self-healing approach implements a resolver that utilizes the control coordinator on top of both control loops. This control coordinator
manages control in two steps: First, it differentiates whether
packet losses are caused by poor link quality or by collisions,
via measuring RSSI values (in reality, when collisions occur
at receivers, high RSSI fluctuations can be observed); Second,
the coordinator invokes the corresponding control loop to
maintain communication quality. Fig. 7 illustrates the design
of this self-healing resolver.
We implemented both control loops and the resolver in
TinyOS, and conducted experiments on Telosb motes to study
their performance. Our experiment uses two pairs of senders
and receivers, which are placed close to each other initially.
Each experiment is divided into two time periods. In the
first period (0 ∼ 20s), the first pair starts to transmit 50
packets/s. At the same time, the sender moves away from
the receiver. In the second period (20 ∼ 30s), both pairs send
50 packets/s, and the first sender stops moving. During the
experiment, we measured the average packet reception ratio
and the transmission power level every two seconds, and the
results are shown in Fig. 8 and 9. Each data point is an average
of 5 experiments.
In the first period, when the sender moves away from
the receiver, the link quality degrades, ATPC is triggered
to increase the transmission power to maintain the packet
reception ratio. In the second period when two senders start
to transmit packets concurrently, without the self-healing
resolver, ATPC still runs and increases transmission power (as
shown in Fig. 8), which not only leads to approximately 9.5%
of energy waste, but also causes 7% more packet loss in the
worst case (as shown in Fig. 9). In contrast, our self-healing
resolver can avoid such problems, when packet losses are
caused by collisions only, it stops the ATPC loop and triggers
the backoff loop to maintain the communication quality.
Overall, dependent control loops can cause complicated
problems if not handled properly. By addressing the control
dependency via self-healing resolver in this case study, our
self-healing design not only maintains system performance,
but also eliminates the problems which dependent control
loops can otherwise cause.

Fig. 7. Self-healing resolver for control
dependency.

Fig. 10.
SBT tracking results without
faulty node.

Fig. 8.
time.

Transmission power level over

Fig. 11. SBT tracking results (with faulty
stronger sensor reading).

C. Self-healing in SBT: Implicit Assumption Dependency
To demonstrate our approach to implicit assumption dependencies, consider a tracking application for WSNs called
Sequence-based Tracking (SBT) [24]. SBT is a system proposed to localize and track mobile objects with a WSN. Given
the location information of all the nodes in the network,
SBT divides the whole map into a large number of small
regions with distinct sequence signatures, called faces. Each
ordered sequence signature reflects the distance relationships
of sensor nodes in the network to the corresponding face.
Once a target enters the network area, sensors detect the
target with a certain physical modality, following an implicit
assumption that a node will detect a weaker signal when
it is further away from the moving object. By comparing a
series of detection sequences obtained from ordering in-thefield sensor nodes according to their sensing results with the
signature sequences of faces in the map, the mobile target
can be localized and tracked despite of strong sensing noise.
However, the basic assumption of SBT can be violated due
to faulty sensor readings, e.g., a malfunctioning sensor node
always outputs stronger sensing result than the ground truth
of the signal. In such situations, the performance of the SBT
system deteriorates significantly.
We use simulation to illustrate the impact of violated assumptions and to reveal the benefit of our self-healing design.
In our simulation, 9 senor nodes are deployed in the map, a
mobile target moves in and out of the area under surveillance
with its movement trace depicted with a solid curve, as shown
in Fig. 10-12. The dashed curve in Fig. 10-12 shows the
estimated track of the target from the SBT system. We can see
from Fig. 10 that if every node works fine, the system gives
a sound result. However, if one faulty node appears, i.e., it

Fig. 9. Packet reception ratio over time.

Fig. 12. SBT tracking results with system
self-healing.

always gives significantly stronger sensing results, the SBT
system is not able to give good tracking results, as shown
in Fig. 11. As we can observe from Fig. 11, the estimated
locations of the target are shifted towards the faulty node,
this is because the faulty node reports a continuous stronger
detection result creating the illusion that the target is close to
the faulty node. According to the simulation results in Fig. 11,
we can see that the violation of the implicit assumptions can
cause significant errors in the tracking performance.
To deal with such problems, we apply self-healing in the
SBT system. Our self-healing procedure first evaluates the
sensor readings from each node in the network. If symptoms
of sensor malfunctioning is detected, the self-healing protocol
eliminates the faulty sensor node from the tracking system
so as to re-establish satisfaction of the implicit assumptions. Next, a sequence of self-healing routines including
map division, signature sequence assembling, and detection
sequence matching [24] are invoked following the invocation
dependencies. Fig. 12 presents the result of tracking after
removing the faulty sensor node from the tracking system
and self-healing. We can see that the tracking performance is
greatly improved after self-healing.
V. R ELATED W ORK
Self-healing, as an important research topic, has been
explored both within and outside the context of WSNs. IBM
initiated Autonomic Computing [9] in 2001, which aims to
develop novel computing systems that can self-configure, selfheal, self-optimize and self-protect. Self-healing, as a property
of this computing paradigm, has been explored in the context
of personal computing [16]. However, these solutions can’t be
directly applied to WSNs since they are too heavy weight for

the resource constrained sensor nodes.
A few recent works have investigated self-healing in WSNs.
Some were targeting the architectural design of self-healing,
others explored self-healing for a particular system or protocols.
SASHA [2] proposed an immunology inspired self-healing
architecture for sensor networks, featuring adaptive network
monitoring, automatic fault recognition and coordinated response. However, the system’s ability to self-heal was only
demonstrated in terms of dealing with faulty sensor readings. In BiSNET [3], self-healing (in terms of detecting and
eliminating false positives in sensor readings) is a property
derived from the biologically inspired architecture. However,
the system’s ability to self-heal is not demonstrated in general. GS3 [23] presented a distributed algorithm to configure
the network nodes into a cellular hexagonal structure. The
self-healing under various perturbations, such as node joins,
leaves, deaths, movements, and corruption, is achieved by the
property of the hexagonal structure. However, self-healing is
only derive from the particular structure, and is not applicable
to other systems in general.
A number of papers explored the possibility of self-healing
(in terms of bridging holes in routing or node coverage) by
means of mobile nodes [5], [19], [6]. Although node mobility
is possible and anticipated by researchers, it is still a luxury
for current sensor network practices in general. POSH [4] proposes a self-healing protocol that allows sensors to collectively
recover from compromises via infusion of secure randomness,
however, its focus is only on backward secrecy (recover
from prior compromise). [13], [20] proposed processes for a
ZigBee based sensor network to repair itself after node failure
or communication breakdown by allowing a disconnected
subnet to rejoin the network. They both improved the standard
self-healing scheme described in ZigBee specification [26],
however, their focus is only on network connectivity.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we present a predictive dependency constraint
directed self-healing scheme for WSNs. We explored 4 types
of dependency constraints (including invocation, parameter
consistency, control and implicit assumption dependencies)
and their impact on self-healing for WSNs. We proposed a
self-healing framework and a dependency constraint directed
design approach to deal with these dependencies in selfhealing. We illustrated each of these dependency constraints
through case studies in 3 different systems covering the typical
functions of WSNs, including sensing, communication and
tracking. Our research indicates that, following the dependency constraints in self-healing design is not only a must for
the correctness of self-healing service, but is also a key to
energy efficient self-healing in WSNs.
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